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Spring Highlight
Generation Share

The Change-Makers Building the Sharing Economy
Benita Matofska and Sophie Sheinwald
PB: 9781447337263

			

£25.00

17 June 2019
Generation Share takes readers on a fascinating journey around the world to meet the
inspiring people who are building a Sharing Economy. Through photography, social
commentary and interviews with change-makers worldwide, Generation Share showcases
incredible stories demonstrating the power of sharing.
Global Sharing Economy expert and speaker Benita Matofska and photographer
Sophie Sheinwald introduce real-life examples, including a young social entrepreneur in
Mumbai who is educating slum-based girls and a Makers collective in Barcelona who are
reimagining cities using technology to upcycle precious resources. Together their stories
and photographs bring to life the phenomenon that has the potential to cause the most
significant shift in society since the Industrial Revolution.

Benita Matofska is an international public speaker, change-maker
and world-leading expert on the Sharing Economy. An awardwinning social entrepreneur, she created the charity The People
Who Share, and Global Sharing Week. Through social innovation,
Benita helps companies adapt to the digital age and features
regularly in the media worldwide
Sophie Sheinwald is a photographer who focuses on brand
photography and helping entrepreneurs create an authentic visual
story. Her background is in fine arts, visual studies and public art.
She has exhibited her work in galleries across the UK, held art
and photography workshops and community-focused projects in
healthcare environments.

Football itself is sharing, because you can’t play
football alone – you need to pass the ball and share
it. Through football, these children are getting an
education, an opportunity to share their dreams,
to have a future. I have a purpose in life, to share
opportunities with young people so they can rise
up from poverty. I don’t focus on winning I focus
on win-win. Sometimes the kids say – ‘oh no the
match was a draw’ ‘penalty, penalty’ and I say ‘no
penalty’. With no penalty, both teams win. In a
win-win, everyone is happy. Sharing is win-win.
POONAM GAUTAM SHOWING HER SKILLS. (L TO R) DINESH CHANDER RATHOD, AJAY GURUNATH CHAVAN, OMKAR TALKAR, PRAKASH SAHANI, RAKESH SOMA RATHOD, AAMIR SHAIKH, SACHIN CHAVAN, RAJ KISHAN CHAVAN, VIJAY
SHANTILAL CHAVAN, VIVEK RATHOD, SUJAL SINGHE, DEEPAK GUPTA, AMAN YADAV, ROHAN LOKHANDE, ASHOK RATHOD, SAGAR GOPAL RATHOD, VIJU PAWAR, OVAL GROUND, MUMBAI, INDIA

THE FOOTBALL SHARER
Ashok Rathod is 29 years old and was born in one of Mumbai’s biggest slums, Ambedkar Nagar. In 2006, he founded the
Oscar Foundation (Organisation for Social Change, Awareness and Responsibility), a social enterprise that provides after
school programmes using football to attract, educate and empower underprivileged children. OSCAR has educated over
3,000 children.
Sharing means saving future generations, if we offer
better education children can grow up to be good human
beings, making a positive contribution to the world.
When my best friend was 11, he dropped out of school
to work. He spent his money on drinking, gambling and
smoking. I was lucky, my father encouraged me to study. I
saw two paths in life -- to study and build a future, or drink,
gamble and live in poverty. I knew I wanted to educate
others that they had choices.
I learned football from the street, I learned teamwork and
leadership. I realised I could address the issue of school
dropouts. I saved up and bought a football for 400 rupees
(£4). With one ball, I could help several children. At Oscar,
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we give them an education in maths, English, IT and life
skills. If they complete our classes, they can play football
once a week and participate in competitions and camps.
Our programme has 100% success rate. When I started, the
school dropout rate was 55-60%, now it’s 15-20%.
We are not asking them to change for us, we are asking
them to change for themselves. If they don’t want to then
Oscar can’t help them. One boy, Govind dropped out of
school at 11, because he wasn’t getting enough food. He
got a job in a restaurant where he could eat and get paid
600 rupees a month (£6). When he saw his friend playing
football at Oscar he wanted to play. I said ‘OK, but you have
to go to school.’ I enrolled him and now, he is in Germany
studying sports management at university.
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2018 Best Sellers

2019 Association of
American Publishers
PROSE Award finalist

The Lies We Were Told

Peak inequality

Politics, Economics, Austerity and
Brexit

Britain’s Ticking Time Bomb

Simon Wren-Lewis
Simon Wren-Lewisis one of Britain’s most
respected economists. Since 2012, his
widely-read Mainly Macro blog has been
an influential resource for policymakers,
academics and social commentators
around the world.

Inequality is the key political issue of our
time.

Danny Dorling

This book presents some of his most
important work, telling the story of how the
damaging political and economic events of
recent years became inevitable.

Dorling brings together new material
alongside a selection of his most recent
writing on inequality from publications
including the Daily Telegraph, the
Guardian, New Statesman, Financial Times
and the China People’s Daily. He explores
whether we have now reached ‘peak
inequality’ and concludes by predicting
what the future holds for Britain.

PB: 9781529202137

PB: 9781447349075

£14.99

£12.99

7 November 2018

17 July 2018

White Privilege

The Moral Marketplace

The Myth of a Post-Racial Society

How Mission-Driven Millennials and
Social Entrepreneurs Are Changing
Our World

Kalwant Bhopal
Why and how do those from black and
minority ethnic communities continue to
be marginalised? Bhopal explores how
neoliberal policy-making has increased
discrimination faced by those from nonwhite backgrounds.
Drawing on topical debates around
education, the labour market, class and
poverty, this important book examines the
impact of race on wider issues of inequality
and difference in society.
PB: 9781447335979

£12.99

6 April 2018

Asheem Singh
Author and activist Asheem Singh explores
how a movement of tiny ventures evolved
into a global humanitarian and financial
juggernaut, revealing new ways to fight
privilege and inequality, rewire philanthropy,
government and even capitalism itself.
Through our giving, campaigning and even
through our choices as consumers, we
can all play a crucial role in taking on the
biggest social challenges of our time.
PB: 9781447337744

£12.99

24 January 2018

2019 Best Sellers
The Economics of Arrival

The Class Ceiling

Ideas for a Grown-Up Economy

Why it Pays to be Privileged

Katherine Trebeck and Jeremy
Williams

Sam Friedman and Daniel Laurison

What do we want from economic growth?
What sort of a society are we aiming for?

Politicians continually tell us that anyone
can get ahead. But is that really true?

In this ground-breaking book, Trebeck and
Williams challenge us to make ourselves
at home with economic wealth, to ensure
that everyone is included. They explore the
possibility of ‘Arrival’, urging us to move
from enlarging the economy to improving
it, and the benefits this would bring for all.

This important book takes readers behind
the closed doors of elite employers to
reveal how class affects who gets to the
top. Drawing on 200 interviews across four
case studies - television, accountancy,
architecture, and acting – it explores the
complex barriers facing the upwardly
mobile.

PB: 9781447337263
15 January 2019

HB: 9781447336068
28 January 2019

£14.99

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£19.99
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Crime and Policing
Crime and justice are issues of central political and public concern in contemporary life. Policy Press has an established and impressive list in
criminal justice with a focus on fighting for social justice and social change, and our flourishing Bristol University Press list builds on this.

Evidence Based Policing

Disrupting Rape Culture

An Introduction

Public Space, Sexuality and Revolt

Renée J Mitchell and Laura Huey
Examining what makes something
evidence-based and not merely evidenceinformed, this book unifies the voices
of police practitioners, academics, and
‘pracademics’. It provides real world
examples of evidence-based police
practices and shows how police research
can be created and applied in the field.

Alexandra Fanghanel

PB: 9781447339755
05 December 2018

HB: 9781529202526
16 January 2019

Despite the rise in research and public
awareness about rape culture and
gendered violence, it remains a serious
problem. Using case studies from the
US and UK this book explains how it
happens, what it means and how it can be
contested.

£24.99

A Handbook of Food Crime

Gangs, Drugs and
(Dis)Organised Crime

Immoral and Illegal Practices in the
Food Industry and What to Do About
Them
Allison Gray and Ronald Hinch
Gray and Hinch explore the phenomenon
of food crime. Through discussions of
food safety, food fraud, food insecurity,
agricultural labour, livestock welfare,
genetically modified foods, food
sustainability, food waste, food policy, and
food democracy, they problematize current
food systems and criticize their underlying
ideologies.
A Choice Outstanding
Academic Title 2019

HB: 9781447336013
9 May 2018

£75.00

Robert McLean
Drawing upon unique empirical data based
on interviews with high profile ex-offenders
and experts in the field, this book sheds
new light on drug markets, organised
crime and gangs in the UK. McLean
sparks new debate on the subject, offering
solutions and alternatives for how to best
tackle gang violence.
HB: 9781529203028
01 August 2019

£75.00

£85.00

Series: Studies in Social Harm
Social harm is an emreging field of study which contributes to contemporary social and political debate. This series moves the debate towards a
holistic approach that seeks to understand the production of harm within contemporary society.

The Harms of Work
Anthony Lloyd
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Labour Exploitation
and Work-Based Harm
Sam Scott

Environmental Harm

Harmful Societies

Rob White

Simon Pemberton

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Series: New Horizons in Criminology
Concise, authoritative texts reflecting cutting edge thought and theoretical development with an international scope. Written by leading authors in
their fields, the series aims to become essential reading for all academics, students and practitioners interested in where criminology is heading.

Imaginative Criminology

A Criminology of War?

Of Spaces Past, Present and Future
Lizzie Seal and Maggie O’Neill

Ross McGarry and Sandra Walklate

Founded in cultural, textual, and
ethnographic analysis, this distinctive and
engaging book proposes an imaginative
criminology, focusing on how spaces of
transgression, control or confinement are
lived, portrayed and imagined.

Within this book, whilst providing an
implicit critique of mainstream criminology
the authors seek to question if a
‘criminology of war’ is possible, and if so,
how this seemingly ‘new horizon’ of the
discipline might be usefully informed by
sociology.

HB: 9781529202687
15 January 2019

HB: 978-1529202595
03 July 2019

£60.00

£60.00

A Criminology of Policing
and Security Frontiers

A Criminology of Moral
Order

Randy K Lippert and Kevin Walby

Hans Boutellier

Including novel case studies, this
multi-disciplinary book assembles a rich
collection of policing and security frontiers
both geographical (e.g. the margins of
cities) and conceptual (dispersion and
credentialism) not seen or acknowledged
previously, pushing criminology to the edge
of its current understanding.

Moral order is disturbed by criminal
events, however, traditionally issues
around morality have been neglected
by criminologists. Using the moral
perspective, Boutellier bridges the gap
between people’s emotional opinions
on crime and criminologists’ rationalised
answers to questions of crime and
security.

HB: 9781529202489
20 February 2019

HB: 9781529203752
16 January 2019

£60.00

£60.00

Also Available in the Series

Climate Change
Criminology
Rob White

Convict Criminology
Rod Earle

Indigenous
Criminology
Chris Cuneen and Juan Tauri

Philosophical
Criminology
Andrew Millie

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

Sports Criminology
Nic Groombridge
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Politics: Featured Series
The Responsibility to Provide in
Southeast Asia
Towards an Ethical Explanation
See Seng Tan
A major new series from Bristol University Press that combines original
research and theoretical innovation to provide fresh insight into the
changing international politics of East Asia and into International
Relations theory.
The series publishes cutting edge research on the changing
international politics of East Asia. It will cover the security dynamics,
political economy, causes of conflict and cooperation, and the
ongoing transformation of the region, as well as the impact of
such transformation on the wider global order

Despite a long-held ASEAN principle of
non-intervention, this theoretically rich
book argues that there is an embryonic
ethic of regional responsibility emerging
among the countries of southeast Asia
which reflects an evolution of attitudes
about state sovereignty.
HB: 9781529200720
01 July 2019

£75.00

Series: Global Migration and Social Change
Home-Land: Romanian
Roma, Domestic Spaces and
the State
Rachel Humphris
This book is the first intimate ethnography
of governing encounters in the home
space between Romanian Roma migrants
and local frontline workers. It covers the
divide between state and family, homeland and home and what this means for
the new rules of citizenship.
HB: 9781529201925
26 March 2019

Time, Migration and Forced
Immobility

Sub-Saharan African Migrants in
Morocco
Inka Stock
This book is concerned with the effects
of migration policy making in Europe on
migrants in the Global South and is based
on in-depth ethnographic research in
Morocco with migrants from Sub-Saharan
Africa.
HB: 9781529201970
26 June 2019

£80.00

£75.00

Migration
Everyday Europe
Social Transnationalism in an
Unsettled Continent
Ettore Recchi, Adrian Favell et al.
This book offers an empirically-based
view on Europeans’ interconnections
in everyday life. It looks at the ways in
which EU residents have been getting
closer across national frontiers. The book
considers how people reconcile their
increasing cross-border interconnections
in a politically separating Europe of nation
states and national interests.
HB: 9781447334200
13 February 2019

6

£80.00

Global Youth Migration and
Gendered Modalities
Glenda Bonifacio
This collection presents original studies
from an international group of contributors
exploring the imperial histories of youth
migration, how identities and sexualities
affect young migrant lives, the impact
of education on mobility and belonging,
policies and practices, and the roles,
contribution and challenges of young
migrants in their communities.
PB: 9781447340195
17 April 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£85.00

Urban Geography
Divercities

Climate Change, Consumption
and Intergenerational Justice

Understanding Super Diversity in
Deprived and Mixed Neighbourhoods
Stijn Oosterlynck, Gert Verschraegen
and Ronald van Kempen
Provides a comparative international
perspective on superdiversity in cities, with
explicit attention given to social inequality
and social exclusion on a neighbourhood
level. Focusing on the active and creative
ways in which residents come together,
the book uncovers the ways in which
national and local contexts shape living in
diversity.

Lived Experiences in China, Uganda
and the UK
Kristina Diprose, Gill Valentine,
Robert Vanderbeck, Katie McQuaid
and Chen Liu
Based on a cross-national and crossgenerational project on climate change
and consumption with urban residents
in China, Uganda and the UK, this
book examines how different cultures
think about past, present and future
responsibility for climate change.

HB: 9781447338178

HB: 978152924735		

£75.00

19 December 2018

£40.00

01 August 2019

Business and Management
Good Finance
Why We Need a New Concept of
Finance

Employee Proactivity in
Organizations

An Attachment Perspective

Vedat Akgiray
Why and how do those from black and
minority ethnic communities continue to
be marginalised? Bhopal explores how
neoliberal policy-making has increased
discrimination faced by those from nonwhite backgrounds. This important book
examines the impact of race on wider
issues of inequality and difference in
society.

Chia-Huei Wu

PB: 9781529200003

PB: 9781529200571

£12.99

05 June 2019

Wu integrates the current understanding
of motivational factors in shaping proactive
workers, through his introduction to
attachment theory, and development
of it as a theoretical framework. This
compelling approach provides academics
with a new way of thinking about employee
behaviour whilst also acting as a guide for
practitioners and managers.
£45.00

05 June 2019

Health

Social Research Methods

International Handbook of
Health Literacy

What Works Now?

This comprehensive handbook provides an
invaluable overview of current international
thinking about health literacy, highlighting
cutting edge research, policy and practice
in the field. Providing a wide range of major
findings, it outlines current discourse in
the field and examines necessary future
dialogues and new perspectives.

Evidence-Informed Policy and Practice
Annette Boaz, Huw Davies, Alec
Fraser and Sandra Nutley
Building substantially on the earlier,
landmark text, What Works? (Policy
Press, 2000), this book brings together
key thinkers and researchers to provide
a contemporary review of the aspirations
and realities of evidence-informed policy
and practice. It provides sector by sector
analysis of evidence use in policy-making
and service delivery, includes international
commentaries and considers crosscutting
themes, and future prospects.

HB: 9781447344513

PB: 9781447345480

Research, Practice and Policy across
the Life-Span
Orkan Okan, Ullrich Bauer, Diane
Levin-Zamir, Paulo Pinheiro and
Kristine Sørensen

31 July 2019

£150.00

£24.99

27 March 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk
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Series: Short Guides

The Short Guides are an exciting series from Policy Press that provide high quality and concise introductions to key subjects in the social sciences.
They provide an essential overview for students at all levels and professionals new to the field in practice oriented subjects. Covering basic themes
and concepts, and up-to-date key issues in each subject that are common modules on allied courses but not the main focus of study, they are
ideal for courses at further education level and for continuing professional development.
The Short Guides appeal to students directly, particularly those that need a quick overview for one module or a pre-course introduction. They are
also suitable for foundation or further education students who are thinking of studying the subject at degree level. Despite the books’ brevity, the
coverage of each subject is comprehensive, reliable and provides a solid grounding for further study.

8

The Short Guide to
Health and Social Care

The Short Guide to
Town and Country Planning

Jon Glasby
As a field, health and social care is facing
considerable challenge and debate, in
the UK and internationally. This clear and
succinct text offers a valuable introductory
guide to this multidisciplinary subject,
helping people who want to study or work
in health and social care understand why
these services matter, how they have
developed and how they work.

Adam Sheppard, Nick Croft and
Nick Smith
This book offers an introductory overview
of the practice of planning for those with
little or no prior knowledge. It discusses
planning implementation and delivery
with a consideration of planning decision
making, delivery vehicles, and the process
of development. It looks at current
and future pressures, dynamics, and
challenges, encouraging the reader to
adopt a reflective and inquisitive outlook.

PB: 9781447350583
20 March 2019

PB: 9781447350583
13 March 2019

£14.99

£12.99

The Short Guide to
Criminal Justice

The Short Guide to
Aging and Gerontology

Lisa O’Malley and Sharon Grace

Kate de Madeiros

The Short Guide to Criminal Justice
provides a comprehensive yet concise
introduction to the current state of the
criminal justice system in the UK, offering
an accessible entry point for students
and researchers across disciplines.
Including student-friendly features, such
as: case study boxes, tables of key facts
and figures, and links to further reading,
it provides a foundation for further
investigation and discussion.’

This compact, focused guide is perfect
for students and others new to the field
of gerontology. It covers topics related
to the phenomena of advancing aging,
including how older age has been defined
historically, cultural myths related to
advanced age, health and function in later
life, how older age is financed throughout
the world, and other key questions.
Features include further reading for each
chapter, a glossary of key terms, and
tables that provide easy reference points.

PB: 9781447330943
05 February 2018

PB: 9781447328384
09 November 2016

£11.99

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£14.99

Series: Short Guides
The Short Guide to
Community Development,
Second Edition

The Short Guide to
Social Policy,
Second Edition

Alison Gilchrist and Marilyn Taylor

John Hudson and Stefan Kuhner

Now in its second edition, this invaluable
guide provides an introduction to
community development, its origins and
the different forms it takes. It has been
updated to reflect developments in policy
and practice, as well as recent debates
about the changing nature of community
development itself. Accessibly written, this
is essential reading for students, as well
as those already involved in community
development and community organising.

This fully updated edition of an essential
introductory text offers a concise guide to
the key structures and concepts in social
policy. Designed to work in partnership
with unique, innovative digital content
that adds depth and provides a truly
integrated way of learning, this text and
supplementary app will be an invaluable
resource for students new to social policy.

PB: 9781447327837
30 March 2016

PB: 9781447325680
18 September 2015

£11.99

£12.99

The Short Guide to
Urban Policy

The Short Guide to
Environmental Policy

Claire Edwards and Rob Imrie
This text makes sense of the multiple
ways in which urban issues and problems
have been addressed in different places
at different times. From initiatives that
focus on social tensions within the urban
realm, to those which seek to develop
cities as economic entities, it provides an
accessible discussion and critique of some
key approaches.

Carolyn Snell and Gary Haq
This book provides a concise introduction
to post-war environmental policies,
bringing together perspectives from a
range of fields including economics,
sociology, politics and social policy. It
covers a broad range of issues, including
causes and effects of contemporary
environmental issues, policy approaches
to addressing environmental problems,
challenges to implementing environmental
policies and future environmental
challenges.

PB: 9781447307990

£14.99

19 June 2015

PB: 9781447307174
16 April 2014

The Short Guide to
Working with Children and
Young People

£13.99

The Short Guide to Gender

An accessible introduction into the main
concepts, developments and policy related
to this exciting area of work. The opening
chapters prepare readers to think about
work with children and young people by
providing an overview of key theoretical
perspectives related to the field. The
second part focuses on work with children
and young people by exploring the roles
of some of the key practitioners at each
stage and developing an understanding of
what they do.

Kath Woodward
Provides readers with an introduction to
the key concepts and main developments
in gender studies. Presenting definitions,
explanations and policy implications
through discussion of case studies, it
shows how gender intersects with different
dimensions of diversity and demonstrates
the connections between sex and gender.
Using a range of pedagogical features and
highlighting the importance of gender in
the contemporary world, this succinct text
provides an ideal overview for students
and professionals alike.

PB: 9781447300236
20 February 2013

PB: 978847427632		
15 June 2011

Liesl Conradie and Tyrrell Golding

£13.99

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£13.99
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Sociology
A Post-Neoliberal Era in Latin
America?
Revisiting cultural paradigms
Daniel Nehring, Gerardo Gómez Michel
and Magdalena López
This book explores neoliberalism in
contemporary Latin America as a set
of interrelated cultural forms, offering a
transnational and comparative perspective
on the ways in which neoliberalism has
transformed public discourses of self and
social relationships, popular cultures and
modes of everyday experience.
HB: 978129200997		

SOCIOLOGY OF CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Nanny families
Practices of care by nannies,
au pairs, parents and children
in Sweden
Sara Eldén & Terese Anving

£75.00

27 February 2019

Nanny Families
Practices of Care by Nannies, Au Pairs,
Parents and Children in Sweden
Sara Eldén and Terese Anving
Paying privately for childcare is a growing
phenomenon, and its rise in Sweden
is particularly interesting because of
the vast prevalence there of publicly
funded day care. This book combines
theory with the personal perspectives
of nannies and au pairs, parents, and
the children themselves, to provide new
understandings of what constitutes ‘good
care’.
HB: 9781529201512

£75.00

31 July 2019

Social and Public Policy
Women, Peace and Welfare
A Suppressed History of Social
Reform, 1880-1920
Ann Oakley
Between 1880 and 1920 many women
researched the conditions of social and
economic life in Western countries, driven
by a vision of a society based on welfare
and altruism. Ann Oakley, a leading
sociologist, undertook extensive research
to uncover this previously hidden cast
of forgotten characters. She uses the
women’s stories to bring together the
histories of social reform, social science,
welfare and pacifism.
PB: 9781447332626
13 March 2019

PB: 9781447348320
15 May 2019

£19.99

Why is it getting harder to secure a job that
matches our qualifications, buy a home of
our own and achieve financial stability?
Duncan Exley draws on expert research
and real life experiences – including
from an actor, a politician, a billionaire
entrepreneur and a surgeon – to issue a
wake-up call to break through segregated
opportunity. He offers a manifesto to
reboot our prospects and benefit all.
£12.99

The Modern Slavery Agenda

Thinking Collectively

Policy, Politics and Practice

Social Policy, Collective Action and the
Common Good
Paul Spicker

Gary Craig, Alex Balch, Hannah Lewis
and Louise Waite
Modern slavery, in the form of labour
exploitation, domestic servitude, sexual
trafficking, child labour and cannabis
farming, is still growing in the UK and
industrialised countries, despite the
introduction of laws to try to stem it.
This hugely topical book is the first to
critically to assess the legislation using
evidence from across the field, and to offer
strategies for improvement in policy and
practice.
HB: 9781447346791
17 January 2019
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The End of Aspiration?

Social Mobility and Our Children’s
Fading Prospects
Duncan Exley

£95.00

What does collectivism mean in social
policy? What does thinking collectively
imply for policy?
In this book, well-respected author Paul
Spicker lends a complementary voice to
his Reclaiming Individualism, reviewing
collectivism as a dimension of political
discourse. Taking a dispassionate and
methodical approach, the author explores
what collectivism means in social policy
and what value it offers to the field.
PB: 9781447346890
05 June 2019

bristoluniversitypress.co.uk | policypress.co.uk

£75.00

Series: 21st Century Standpoints
Money

Accessible, social and political commentary from
Policy Press and the British Sociological Association.

Myths, Truths and Alternatives

What are the 21st century challenges shaping our
lives today and in the future? This exciting new series
showcases lively, disruptive, progressive writers –
established and emerging – who reach beyond the
academy. Cosmopolitan in vision and scope, included works are based
on striking ideas and robust evidence, providing a powerful platform for
both scholarly and public debate.

Mary Mellor
What does money mean? Where does it
come from and how does it work?
Mary Mellor examines money’s social,
political and commercial histories to
debunk longstanding myths such as
money being in short supply and needing
to come from somewhere. She sets out a
new finance system, based on green and
feminist concerns, to bring radical change
for social good.

Bringing pressing public issues to the general reader, scholars and
students, these books offer standpoints to shape public conversations
at this time of social, political, economic and cultural disruption. They
move beyond simple critique to propose better ways of understanding
and living in our world.

PB: 9781447346272

£14.99

03 July 2019

What’s Wrong with Work?

Snobbery

Lynne Pettinger
What’s Wrong with Work shows that how
workers are treated has wide implications
beyond the lives of workers themselves.

David Morgan
Snobbery is a more serious matter than
some may think: the arguments around
Brexit and Trump show that accusations
of snobbery have become part of political
discourse and public sentiment, building
social divisions and reflecting deeper
issues of class inequality.

Recognising gender, race, class and global
differences, the book looks at three kinds
of increasingly important work – green
work, IT work and the ‘gig’ economy.
It considers the ways formal work is
often dependent on informal work and
concludes by considering what might
make work better, arguing that there is
a collective responsibility to address bad
work.
PB: 9781447340089
24 April 2019

As social inequality grows, snobbery is
becoming ever more pertinent. This book
draws on literature, popular culture and
autobiography as well as sociology and
history to take a fresh and engaging look
at this key social and cultural issue.

£12.99

PB: 9781447340348

£12.99

12 December 2018

Making sense of Brexit

Miseducation

Democracy, Europe and uncertain
futures

Inequality, education and the working
classes

Victor J Seidler

Diane Reay

What can we learn about our society and
the need to listen to each other in order
to make sense of Brexit within a wider
world? This accessible book addresses
the causes and implications of Brexit,
exploring the anger against political elites
as people felt estranged from a political
process that no longer expressed their will.

Diane Reay, herself working class turned
Cambridge professor, brings Brian
Jackson and Dennis Marsden’s pioneering
Education and the Working Class from
1962 up-to-date for the 21st century.
The book addresses the urgent question
of why the working classes are still faring
so much worse than the upper and middle
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